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We assumed that that was the right thing/you know what they do is the
right thing in the way it was supposed to go.


12.5

Family D agree with Family C also clearly recalling that ‘all the doors were
locked apart from the toilet …. The dining room was always locked – it was
only opened for protected mealtimes and the rest of the time it was locked
so there wasn’t really anywhere for people to go, but the people walked
round and round and round. There was nowhere else for people to go …’
(Pages 11 and 12.)

Lack of fundamentals of care.
This aspect of the Terms of Reference is linked closely to breaches of both the NMC
Code of Conduct, Performance and Ethics. (NMC 2010) sections 1, 3, 8, 9, 16, 32, 33, 34, and
the GMC's ‘General Medical Practice - Good Practice Guidance’ (2013) Sections 3.33; 24, 25a,
25b, 25c, 27,

This concern is upheld, (fully supported) by the investigation with reference to the
following evidence:


In agreement with other families Family C highlight the vulnerability they felt
at their lack of knowledge around dementia and how much they had needed
support from the Tawel Fan team (which they had never received). 'We had
no support and…obviously we had never dealt with it before. Nobody in the
family had ever had dementia before….' (Page 7)



Family B visited the ward several times a week over a period of time in 2013.
They were concerned whether their relative ate or drank enough. They noted
that due to the concept of 'protected meal times' which arguably was a
misplaced concept on a ward with many long stay elderly patients with
dementia they were not permitted to visit their relative during meal times
to assist with cutting up of food or to monitor food / fluid intake. The family
were aware that their relative B was brought drinks. They stated when they
were present they used to ensure
drank
fluids. However in all the time
they visited Tawel Fan ward 'I never ever saw staff do that for anyone else…'
(Page 1)



Family D** agree with Family B**. Family D stated: ‘I never actually saw him
eat apart from perhaps see him have a drink because the tea trolley would
come around in the afternoon and
would have a drink. IT was protected
mealtimes, so you didn’t go in at those times, that’s the rule…’ (Page 6)
34
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Family F recall that long term medication/ treatment that had helped their
health and well-being over a prolonged period of time was never
provided in Tawel Fan ward despite multiple requests to ward staff that it
was reinstated.
suffered with
eyes,
glasses were never on him, just
little basic things .like that had eye drops all
life because of cataracts
and then they didn’t even know
was on eye drops, why didn’t
have
eye drops.
eyes kept getting sore with conjunctivitis…' (Page 38)



C was an inpatient on Tawel Fan ward for
approximately
in 2013. In agreement with other
families and the Dementia Care Mapping report (below) they found the ward
completely devoid of activities except sitting in an uncomfortable day room
watching the TV. The
C recalls:- 'There were no other
activities there was never any time of doing jigsaws or colour books or even
newspapers, I didn’t see any newspapers you know things like that there
was just nothing there…..
added ' We took in jigsaws for my
and they were just left in
room…' Page 14)



Dementia Care Mapping (See Appendix 7) was completed in Tawel Fan ward
at the end of October 2013 found that the patients received care in an
environment that was ‘uneventful, mundane and lacking in stimulation.’
(Page 3*). It is of considerable concern that a Dementia Care Mapping
exercise was required to formally note the existence of an environment such
as that described in the report*



In agreement with the families of relatives A**, B** C** and others the report
found that the patients observed on Tawel Fan existed in a 'neutral'
environment overall with ‘episodic periods of ill being, reflecting the lack of
engagement and stimulation.’ (Page 6*) This is a directly opposite belief to
that presented by most of the Tawel Fan ward staff who were interviewed as
part of this investigation. The differences between the viewpoints were
explained by Staff Member 22,
explained:

‘Dementia Care Mapping is an objective independent observational method of
patient behaviours and indicators of well-being and what the Tawel Fan staff are
telling you is their own subjective measurement of their abilities, which is not
evidence based’. (Page 9).

-

Family B** (who visited their relative on Tawel Fan ward 3 or 4 times a week
at least over a period of time in 2013 noted 'there appeared to be no activity
for the patients and that the television was on all the time continuously in
35
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the lounge although very few people appeared to watch it although the
staff were there they did not seem to be bothering about the patients at
all..' (Page 1)

The Dementia Care Mapping Report* recommended that:


The ward manager increase staff awareness of the benefit that their
interactions with patients can have on their well-being.



Orientation cues and signage should be available in every area; that written
orientation should be bilingual and that ‘orientation regarding day, date,
time, place should also be available.’



There should be a review of the clinical usefulness of daily blood pressure
checks which the Dementia Care Mapping team considered was leading to a
reduction in the time that ward staff were able to spend with patients.



All case notes should contain a completed copy of ‘This is Me’ (see Appendix
8).



Activities should be considered to support patients in response to faecal
smearing since it is considered that ‘faecal smearing may be a response to a
lack of activity and engagement.’ The report noted that in one instance a
patient who subsequently did smear faeces during the dementia mapping
exercise ‘was keen to engage with others but had limited opportunities to
do so.’ (Page 15)*



All of the recommendations above would be considered to be at or below the
most basic level of care expected from an expert team. The requirement of
assessors to recommend the ward team ‘consider’ these issues should have
led the senior leadership team within the CPG to have assertively followed up
this report with a specific and measureable action plan that had a planned,
effective and timely journey throughout the governance processes within the
CPG. In addition there should have been an immediate review of all other
inpatient areas within the CPG to assess those areas against the measures and
recommendations within the report. (There should have been no
requirement to await the next cycle of Dementia Care Mapping for this to
occur).



On receipt of this report there should have been a very clear message from
the CPG senior leadership team shared throughout the entire CPG at every
handover for a period of several weeks saying 'These standards of care are
36
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not good enough' Despite careful review of all governance, Senior
Management Team and operational Minutes in the year prior to this
Dementia Care Mapping exercise and up to the middle of 2014 I have seen
no evidence that this occurred. Instead the
responsible for Tawel Fan
ward who described
as visiting Tawel Fan daily stated that something
completely different happened on Tawel Fan ward.
description of care
on Tawel Fan was different from the perspective of the relatives from a
number of families who visited Tawel Fan on a very regular basis and different
from the perspective of the Dementia Care Mappers who had undergone
both rigorous and formal training).


said in

interview:

' I think from what I observed on the ward, that was very visible a lot of the
time and a lot of the staff are allocated to the lounge areas to sit with the
patients and they would do hand massages or nail care as part of a routine
if somebody was distressed and that was evident as part of/it would easily
calm somebody down if they were anxious or agitated and you could visibly
see somebody calming down and I think just taking that time to just sit with
somebody and just be with them and maybe put their arm round them is
something that you may not see in another environment’. (Page 4)


The recommendations and findings within the Dementia Care Mapping report
are validated by a number of families including Family A** (3 relatives) who
noted:- 'They were very task orientated. The ward… was organised, well it
wasn’t organised it was arranged to meet the needs of the staff as opposed
to meeting the needs of the patients. (Page6)



family
A describes a time when
was
suffering from a significant chest infection.
had arranged to visit the ward
to provide some of the one to one care that
knew
needed.
On arrival at 12 midday
found
'in the far end (of the room)
lying flat with the empty unmade bed that would have been …by the door
shoved up against the bed.
was just staring at the ceiling,
in bed
because
got a chest condition let's not forget and I shoved the bed out
of the way, said hello to him and looked terrified.
top sheet was wet,
I lifted the covers and was lying in a pool of stale urine and it's so stale it
was brown…' (Page 13) (Photographic evidence kindly provided in report
by family (See Appendix 9)



On raising concerns with the
9)
family A stated

about the above incident (Staff Member
was told by the
'Psychiatric nurses
37
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aren't very good at looking after physically ill people' (Page 14). Despite
multiple requests for information from the Senior Leadership Team within the
CPG no evidence has been provided by the CPG that there was any response
to these and the concerns raised by other families (including the families of
patients F, E, A, C and D) that the nursing care provided to ward inpatients
failed to meet even the most basic standards.


In their diary spanning more than six months from July 2012, Family A note
multiple occasions when medical review was required for their relative. This
medical review was often significantly delayed. One example - see page 1October - informed staff that A
was chesty.
October- A
physically unwell.
November A very drowsy and physically unwell….
November Dr listened to A's chest as best could - said it was clear!!!!! A
still not well.
November - A still not well;
November
X (staff
number 16) started Amoxyl; h November A diagnosed with pneumonia.'
On this occasion it took 8 days to get a Consultant review and 9 days for a
diagnosis of
pneumonia after
alerted staff
to
condition.



From the many accounts of poor provision of basic nursing and medical care
as described by relatives one might assume (if one had not visited Tawel Fan
ward and noted it to be 'on site' at a District General Hospital with full A &E/
ITU / MAU facilities) that it was an isolated unit some distance away from all
of the above services. It was not. However despite this and despite the fact
that both
(Staff Member 9) and
(Staff Member 16) claimed to have visited the ward
regularly there appeared to be issues with providing even the most basic care
that neither
(Staff Member 9) or
seemed to
be aware of.



The
described at interview the frequency of
visits:- 'I don’t give
them a time and date when I visit, because I am based at Ablett. I just
wander in, on and off the ward as and when it is convenient to me so they
never know when I am going to be there and I have never witnessed
anything that I've been concerned about…' (Page 2) In further discussion the
described
visits as 'daily' (Page 3)



Similarly at interview Staff Member 16
(Page 1) stated that
involvement with Tawel Fan was 'Almost daily it has been,' and 'I provided
almost daily input into Tawel Fan ward
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…..I was available for the
ward mostly there, almost every day…' (Page 1)


(Staff Member 9) described how
assured
quality of care was being provided on Tawel Fan ward as:

that a high

'There is the observation isn’t there and then we have metrics that we
measure. Every 6 month there are the metrics that we audit against
basically. The Ward Manager does the case note audits,
audits against
the care and treatment plans, how relevant they are person centred wise to
the note-keeping and how they link in. We have the fundamentals of care
audits, they are a more Wales tool and so there are a lot of auditable
measures that we do go through. Part of fundamentals of care tool are each
Service User and Carer questionnaires, although unfortunately with people
who are cognitively impaired, sometimes it is very difficult to get them to be
able to give meaningful answers to those questionnaires.' (Page 3)




Despite repeated requests over more than six months for information
regarding how quality, patient experience and safety had been measured
Tawel Fan in the preceding two years ward none of the above information has
been seen as part of this external investigation. The Deputy Director of
Nursing has been very supportive to this external review in also trying obtain
information regarding quality and safety. However neither of us have been
successful in this regard.
then further added:
'We do heavily involve the carers and we also work hard to build up good
relationships with the carers and so we encourage them to come to us as
and when they do have concerns and I think it’s that relationship that is
important to deal with things as and when they arise so that they feel that
the staff are approachable, but from a measure point of view, I think all the
metrics we have in place as far as hand washing, infection control, pressure
sores all those sorts of metrics that we measure on a monthly basis we have
on the wards, the evidence to the visitors and to the patients if they are able
to understand them. (Page 3)



From the information provided by all the relatives who took part in this
external investigation the accounts above regarding the 'heavy involvement'
of the carers / relatives does not appear to reflect their experience and does
not appear to have happened. In addition throughout the entire length of
this external investigation there were numerous requests made for
39
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information on incidents, incident investigation and examples of learning
from incidents. These requests were initially made to Staff Member 13
and were continually delegated further down both the operational,
administration and governance team by
. The Deputy Director of Nursing
also gave this external investigation significant help in trying to obtain this
information from the CPG Senior Team.


It took more than 5 months to obtain for this investigation a 'list' of Datix
incidents and throughout the investigation there has never been any
provision of even one investigation report associated with this list of Datix
incidents. Neither has there been any clarity on the existence or otherwise of
any 'Red' (most serious) incident reports. After more than seven months this
particular line of enquiry ended with staff member 12
asking of another colleague whether it could be confirmed or not if Tawel Fan
had ever had any red incidents in the previous two years. No response was
ever received.



Despite this complete lack of any evidence of a systematic understanding of
risk management in Tawel Fan ward by the CPG senior team the
appears to be able to describe improvements in incident review/ risk
management system of which no evidence has ever been provided.



I think certainly since
have been in post we have been very
focused on looking at patient incidents and the POVA referral rate has gone
up a lot, ….so our focus has been on reviewing those incidents a lot more.
(Page 3)



Family C** note the rapid deterioration in their
continence on
admission to Tawel Fan ward. On admission
C was fully continent and
able to take
to the toilet. Within a very short space of time on Tawel
Fan ward with no toileting routines and no clear ‘journey’ to toileting
facilities clearly explained
C became first singly then doubly incontinent
within a very short period of time. (Appendix 31) shows a copy of a poster
removed from the inside door of a clinical supplies cupboard on Tawel Fan
ward. It is entitled:- “STOPNOW!!!” Stop using pull up pads on whoever you
fancy. They are certainly NOT for putting one on top of another with
knickers on top for your convenience on individual such as , who is not
incontinent as
is able to indicate a need to use the toilet!!! Its lazy and
wastefull



Whilst it is accepted that the disease process of dementia can and frequently
does bring with it increasingly complex continence issues the family of
C
40
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believe that the lack of any structure, ward routine and toileting hastened
the loss of
C’s abilities to toilet
very quickly and significantly
following admission to Tawel Fan . 'At the end of March
was continent,
went to the toilet by
,
became incontinent on Tawel Fan
ward……
preferred going to the toilet
wouldn’t have to be
told to go and actually
became incontinent.


Family C noted 'None of the bedrooms had a toilet, so
had to find the toilets.'
added 'It was quite a distance. You'd
have to go down the corridor, to the right and then walk a bit of the corridor
and the toilet was on the right hand side…' (Page 16 and 17)



This statement by Family C** is validated by Family A** who note that on
admission to Tawel Fan their relative was continent and could feed
.
Whilst they accept there was an inevitability to the disease progression
which they understood- within a relatively short space of time (less than 12
weeks) their family member was unable to feed
and became doubly
incontinent.



Families C**, F** and A** all express concerns regarding what appears to be
indiscriminate use of 'PRN' medication to manage patients within Tawel Fan
ward. The
of patient A notes ' They are unprofessional beyond
comprehension. When I ask a
, when I go to visit has
had some Haloperidol today, like yesterday? No
had something
else, I say why did he have that today then, when it (Haloperidol) worked
very well yesterday?....' (No response
'The
medicine trolley must be a bit of a lucky dipper is it? (Page 23)



Family F** agree and state that due to what they believe to be over
medication of their
'some days we went there and
was
like a zombie and when I say a zombie I mean a zombie…' (Page 7) They
added
was drugged up and lethargic
couldn’t even lift
head up
and
head was drooped down and
was dribbling, there was a pool of
dribble on the floor and
just looked and
wasn’t there at all…Two
weeks
was like that,
used to be sat there like drugged up, drowsy,
lethargic, a pool of dribble on the floor.' (Page 32)



Staff Member 1
) recalls the lack of awareness of 'modern
medicine' in Tawel Fan and states there were 'quite a number of significant
clinical situations that hadn't really been addressed, it had been sort of left
to grumble along..' (Page 2) In agreement with families C, F and A; Staff
Member 1 stated 'there was just not really such thinking about other ways of
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managing people with dementia other than just medication, about really
trying to enhance psychological skills, just non pharmacological methods
really and some of the medications just being really quite old fashioned
actually, medications I've never had to use…' (Page 3)


Family C** describe that their
has never eaten red meat throughout
life and even during progression of her dementia remembered that
did not want to eat it. 'The red meat didn’t change because
would still
say that
didn’t want red meat and we insisted everywhere
went that
you would keep
off red meat and just have fish.' The family describe how
sad they felt that despite this request they would come into the ward and
ask their
what
had been given for lunch and
would say ‘I’ve
had cottage pie, but I didn’t eat it…’ (Page 18)



Family A** in a diary entry of
. 'I asked (Staff Number 8)
how A
was. The response was 'didn’t sleep well maybe because
of the flicking of the pages of the magazine or because the light was on as
staff can't sit in the dark.' This appears to be a further breach of the NMC
Code of Professional Conduct and Ethics (2010 see sections 3, 8, 33,) It
should be completely unacceptable that staff working on night duty nursing
A vulnerable patient on a one to one basis actually prevent that patient from
sleeping and resting because they found themselves unable to sit at night
(whilst on paid night duty) in the dark or they required sufficient light to read
a magazine and they subsequently disturbed that patient by turning over
pages of a magazine throughout the night.



Family D expressed concern on a number of occasions to staff about their
deteriorating ability to swallow. ‘You see even taking a drink my
would hold liquid in
mouth like a hamster does and you would have to
say to him, “
can you swallow?” and would really struggle to swallow
it was really really hard for him to swallow so I was worried, every time I left
there I was worried of what was going on..’ (Page 8). Unfortunately the
concerns expressed to a number of the Tawel Fan team went unheeded and
were not listened to. The
family D said ‘All the time I am assured
fine,
eating,
was eating us out of house and home and I’m
thinking well
losing weight, I don’t see how …..’ (Page 9) Staff also falsely
reassured Family D at a time when
D was clearly deteriorating very rapidly.
The family report the ward staff saying ‘
chasing us round like I don’t
know what, but could hardly walk/ well couldn’t walk.’ (Page 20).



Sadly despite frequent communication of concerns regarding their
inability to swallow from the family of
D to the ward staff of Tawel Fan the
42
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concerns of the family were never listened to.
D was subsequently
admitted to the acute medical unit at YGC, was diagnosed with aspiration
pneumonia and died within a few days of
admission to ward 11. Even
leading up to
transfer to AMU there was poor communication from the
Tawel Fan staff in that transfer had already occurred before the family were
notified. This case is now subject to a detailed internal mortality review by
BCUHB following the concerns raised by the family. The findings are awaited
at the time of submitting this report to the Health Board.


Family F** also describe their concerns regarding their
inability to swallow not being listened to by staff on Tawel Fan ward. They
raised multiple concerns with many members of staff but recall one day
specifically talking to staff member 4 'One day I was giving him an ice cream
and was choking on it and I went up to (staff member 4) and went oh my
God
choking,
choking…'
F) The response was 'Don't
be so
silly…Tell
F, tell your
being stupid and I kept
going
choking and I said can you get me a doctor, get me a doctor
because I was really concerned about it.
was choking on that ice cream
although you give babies ice creams…' (Page 17)



agreed: 'Haha, haha! You're panicking again we got
told, you're panicking.' (Page 29)



Shortly after this incident
F** was discharged to a local nursing home
where
died 6 weeks later. In agreement with Family C** who expressed
concerns about significant inaccuracies in the discharge information received
from staff on Tawel Fan ward the nursing home contacted
F's
on
arrival to say they had been told 'they made out
could walk,
was
quite independent…..'



recalls being asked 'How long has your
not been able to
swallow….Your
can't swallow, we've done a swallow test as soon as
(arrived). The family describe how within a week of arriving at the nursing
home 'we all got called, they didn’t expect him to live 24 hours… had
aspiration pneumonia because they had been giving
food and drink…
(In Tawel Fan) They didn’t expect him to live 24 hours because
was that
poorly…' (Page 28)



The Family of
F have nothing but praise for the staff in the Nursing Home
where
F spent
last 6 weeks.
passed away but that was the best
thing that anyone ever did for him was to put him there because at least
43
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went with some….He went with dignity; he went with dignity and the staff
there were absolutely brilliant…' (Page 29)
12.6

Concerns regarding standards of operational safety briefings / quality nursing
handover.
(This aspect of the Terms of reference is linked closely to breaches of both the NMC Code of
Conduct, Performance and Ethics. (NMC 2010) sections 1, 3, 16, 23, 32, 33, 34, 35, 40, 41, 42,
48, 53, 61, and the GMC's ‘General Medical Practice - Good Practice Guidance’ 2013 sections
24, 25a, 25b, 25c, 27,


This concern is upheld, (fully supported) the investigation with reference to
the evidence heard on the recording of the taped handover. There is a poor
and unprofessional approach to the handover when it is listened to in full.
There is little if any structure, little or no relevant clinical information
regarding the patients and a complete lack of professional assessment of
the patients. Throughout the recording is heard a number of negative,
derogatory and insulting comments regarding patients and their relatives.
Abusive language is also heard. There are references to the use of bucket
chairs used as a restraint of patients (which is a theme throughout staff
interviews and will be discussed further in the report. In addition there are
poor standards regarding the administration of controlled medicines heard
throughout the recording.

In the excerpt below it is noted that '
had signed for a medication prior
to administration and then the patient had declined to take it.


An unidentified voice (1) says: 'The

hasn't touched him?

Voice (2) in response - No
Voice 1:
didn’t take it on Thursday.
had signed for it and was on
about, '
off I don’t need medication,
off I don’t need medication.
was like that, 'cos I was clearing cups, give me my cup, give me my cup.' And
went to go for me - 'don’t you
dare..'

The phrase 'don’t you
dare' above appears to show that the staff
member known as Voice 1 responded with a plea from a patient to keep
cup with a threat. From the brief part of the conversation above it appears
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that the patient had become upset and angry when
taking away
cup.

saw the staff member

Instead of either starting the conversation by explaining what was being done.
' Hello, can I take your cup now, have you finished?' or similar there was an
unexplained 'clearing cups' which led to agitation and upset which the staff
member then responded to with aggression 'don’t you
dare'

Throughout the recording there is further extensive use of bad language. In
describing an injury to a patient a staff member says:
'That was a
down.'
'
give two

of a bruise….

whole

cheek was swollen all the way

incredibly hostile towards me now, but doesn’t
that I spent two hours this week managing
pain.' (Page 6)

Throughout the conversation there are multiple examples of inappropriate and
unprofessional use of the POVA policy by the
.
Unidentified voice: 'It annoys me that


Voice 2: 'Well

can put POVA on him.'

hasn't'

Voice 1: ' We've done it because we knew this was coming so we've POVA'd
ourselves' (all Page 4)
Voice 1: 'We know it's going to come, we know there's going to be a massive
complaint again, so that's why we POVA'd ourselves for the second time..'
(Page 7)
Voice 1: 'What they'll do is, the POVA we've put in against ourselves is to cover
our backs to say that it's not a restraint; it's for a comfort thing for him. It's a
reassurance measure. because where the chair was
still has ability to get
out of bed, if it was restraint then we'd have been using cot sides or we'd have
tied him in whatever….' (Page 10)
Voice?: '
said that
spoken to this Health Inspectorate Wales and
Ombudsman person and they said it was abuse..' (Page 11)


(Staff Member 9) had previously stated that
had visited Tawel
Fan ward every day at unplanned times and witnessed staff behaviour and
interaction with patients / families on a daily basis.
described
reaction to the tape recording:
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'I can’t believe that the staff were that unprofessional and behaved in that
way and secondly there were three qualified nurses in that room and I can’t
believe that the others didn’t put a stop to it from my point of view. I was
just shocked that something like that happened.' (Page 6)


Family F describe multiple other occasions when clearly handover had not
been used to appropriately update the Multi-Disciplinary Team on the
condition, needs and priorities of the patients on Tawel Fan ward. They
described when their relative had sustained an infected, painful and swollen
elbow due to constantly crawling on dirty floors where other patients had
urinated and had their bowels opened. They had previously expressed
ongoing concerns that their relative was rarely if ever washed. They
described Staff Member 20 (a Support Worker) grasping their relatives arm
and their relative 'aaaah!....screamed because
arm was that sore,
(Staff Member 20) didn’t even obviously know about
arm so I went why
doesn’t people know about
arm? you've done handover , why don’t they
know about
arm, oh sorry, sorry and it's just…..' (Page9)



Staff Member 20
appears to have had a different view and
defended the use of handover as part of a team that was 'good.' 'There was
good staff there and they worked tremendously hard, good team, good
communication skills which I felt was very important because they had a
handover in the morning and (if) there was something going on in the
daytime we had all been told about it, so there was no problem and it made
the Team so good and strong…' (Page 3)



On this occasion following on from a handover that had clearly been
completely ineffective the relatives report that their
/
was
subsequently admitted to the AMU in YGC for a week for antibiotic therapy
and analgesia on this occasion. The theme of unprofessional behaviour is also
an ongoing theme throughout other family interviews including families A, H,
B and F.
Further to this transcript of the handover there are interactions between
Tawel Fan staff seen on mobile phone ‘screen shots’ (provided to Donna
Ockenden at interview by Staff member 14 (Appendix 32) and Facebook
excerpts provided at commencement of the external review (Appendix 11)



The Facebook excerpt involves members of
in
behaving unprofessionally and inappropriately with unknown
others. (see Appendix 11) The
of patient A cites evidence that has
already been submitted to the Health Board notes:- 'Staff Member 10 starts
it by saying Does anybody know where I can get a job abroad or something
46
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like that and Staff Member 4 says tawelfan.com and further down the
(Staff Member 14) says 'hey most folks know you have to be on
another planet to work on that ward. ‘That’s what
says of dementia
care……(they're talking about it) the only way they know , a very derogatory
way..' (Page 23)


This is a clear breach of the NMC (2010) requirement: 61: 'You must uphold
the reputation of your profession at all times.'
(Staff 4, 8, 14, 19 and possibly 2) of the
took part in this Face Book discussion. There were also a
number of non NHS staff who appear to be friends
(Staff
Number 10) The reputation of (and confidence in) the nursing profession and
care of the elderly in North Wales is significantly diminished by this episode
of behaviour
and their friends. Despite this clear
evidence to the contrary in
interview Staff Member 8
) assures that
would never use Facebook to 'put anything about work.' (Page 8)



In Appendix 32 which was provided to the external reviewer Donna Ockenden
by Staff Member 14 it can be clearly seen that an inappropriate and lengthy
'text conversation' took place across two mobile phones on December 24th
2013. There is clear reference to
within the text
conversation between a
(Member of Staff Number 17) and
.



Apparently referring to the recording of the handover (Appendix 3) one
asks Staff Number 14 ' That’s a breach of confidentiality
and or human rights? Can't
get in t for that?'
Referring again to the taped handover staff member 14 replies;
'Thing is the only time staff really ventilated bout
was in office on
handover - supposedly somewhere they could express themselves ……so that
they could be professional in front of and everyone else…
'

colleague replies:
'It may well have been nutcase who recorded the conversation cos
said
was
there. everytime
got away with something such as the computer incident and
coming back and finding
in bed nutcase was on the ward…'
47
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(*

is a patient

of

also referred to in the text messaging)

Staff number 14 replies:
'Thing is ….how would

In the lengthy text the

know there was a recording…….
…'

responds:

'
'

12.7

Professional concerns breaching duty of care
(This aspect of the Terms of reference is linked closely to both the NMC Code of
Conduct, Performance and Ethics. (NMC 2010) sections 1, 3, 16, 23, 32, 33, 34, 35, 40, 41,
42, 48, 53, 61and the GMC's ‘General Medical Practice - Good Practice Guidance’ (2013)
sections 24, 25a, 25b, 25c, 27.
This concern is upheld, (fully supported) by the investigation with reference to the
following evidence:


Staff Member 6 who worked on Tawel Fan ward on an interim basis describes
conversations overheard between a number of members of staff and a
vulnerable patient who as part of the progression with
dementia had
been known to be sexually disinhibited. In
interview
noted: ‘Strange
goings on there, I mean I’m glad to be honest that I didn’t / I couldn’t that I
didn’t / I couldn’t have worked there all the time….they were talking and
was a bit rude you know as in being dirty men, because
wasn’t all
with it…..but then they join in you see with the conversation, sexual
conversation with
, winding
up, having a laugh and a joke,
but I don’t find that funny…..They just egged them on and join in and these
people don’t have a clue what they’re on about , they think it’s hilarious ,
but I don’t think it’s funny……..some of the stuff
coming out with about
doing this and doing that and they’re going oh yeah I bet you have a good
one……You know ….encouraging
…
saying stuff that
did with
, so then they’re asking questions then, saying oh yeah , oh
yeah I bet you did a bit of this and I’m thinking…I didn’t find it funny..’
(Page 9 and 10)



Family C** express serious concerns regarding the lack of communication
between Tawel Fan ward staff, (nursing and medical); the community
48
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services associated with dementia care (social services, community clinics
etc) and the nursing home that their
was discharged to from Tawel
Fan ward. They describe initially being reassured on Tawel Fan ward by
what appeared to be a genuine interest in
condition.
of
C recalled: 'I think that it was the first time that somebody was
taking
condition seriously. We were given a lot of advice and
background information….. so I kind of felt quite comforted. It was only
afterwards that we found out that what we had been told wasn’t necessarily
always happening…' (Page 9). The family describe how
behaviour post discharge from Tawel Fan seemed to improve and they were
led to believe that this was because of the calm atmosphere in the Nursing
Home compared to the environment within Tawel Fan. However (completely
by accident) the
C described how
found out that
was taking
in
nursing home, on the instruction of her
and in line with the exit documentation provided by
Tawel Fan ward to the nursing home.


'And I think the issue for us is … that we were asked when
went into
Tawel Fan ward to give permission for the anti-psychotic drugs which we did
because we had no choice because she had been sent to Tawel Fan. I think
that when we were told ….that
didn’t need them - Therefore our
assumption or our consent ended then, it wasn’t an ongoing consent so we
didn’t give consent after we had been told that she didn’t need them, so
there is an issue of whether we/
care was not with our consent in terms
of what the Care Home or the NHS was doing at that point.' (Page 7
of
C)
'I attended ….three meetings and they were monthly at the Care Home
where the NHS were coming in, I attended their meetings. They were saying
that
behaviour was very different at the Nursing Home and that (it) was
due to the calm atmosphere that my
behaviour was different at
the Care Home.' (Page 6
of
C)
'Our concerns were actually about what we were being told not
implemented after she left and in fact I think a lot of our concerns were
retrospective concerns when we found out that certainly what was being
said in the case conference wasn’t followed through or in fact we were told
something completely different to what happened.' (Page 4
of
C)



Family D** echo the concerns expressed by other families and outline an
initial reluctance for
to be admitted to the Ablett Unit. On
admission their feelings were 'I don’t really want him to feel afraid. I want
to be able to see him on a regular basis, so they said well the only place
49
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available was the Ablett Unit, so I agreed to the Ablett Unit because in my
mind I’m thinking he won’t be in there long, he’s going to be alright…..' Prior
to leaving
for Tawel Fan the family recall being told by
members of staff ‘You don’t want him to go there…’ (Page 5)


Family D** described the process of completing a Decision Support Tool (DST)
in Tawel Fan ward shortly after
admission. 'It was done with
two of the
, one was called XX ( Staff Number 25) I believe and the
other
by the name of XX (Staff Number 4) and the DST was
handed to me which said we’ve got a meeting on 5th April to discuss your
and this is the DST as I see it, these are the competencies,' On
expressing concerns that this was a very different scenario to that they had
experienced and been informed of very recently in
Staff Member 4
replied
'Well they’re too soft there, they don’t really know much about mental
illness, so this is how we see it and we’re the experts in mental illness…'. I
said well 'what if I don’t agree, she said well you can/you know you can
express your concerns but it is not going to change…

12.8

Patients nursed on the floor.
Evidence supporting this aspect of the Terms of Reference is linked closely to both the NMC
Code of Conduct, Performance and Ethics. (NMC 2010) sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 16, 29, 30, 31, 32,
33, 34, 35, 61, and the GMC's ‘General Medical Practice - Good Practice Guidance’ (2013)
sections 24, 25a, 25b, 25c, 27, 2.23.2.b.; 1.22.1.a;

This concern is upheld, (fully supported) by the investigation with reference to the following
evidence:


The
family A noted 'I was witness to a gentleman patient
lying on the floor when I visited
….I was there for about an hour and it
was a chap who was….wanting to run all the time and clearly that wasn't
safe , but was allowed to run and obviously bump into things etc etc. This
one time/
was lying face down on the floor in the corridor within clear
view of us and other patients…..so I said to
at the time (staff
member 14) XX I said I've been here for about half an hour….. do you know
is on the floor in the corridor and
response was 'actually
less of
a nuisance where is, so I'm going to leave him there, and was on a cold
tiled floor, face down for/ and
was till there when I left an hour and a
quarter later and I just thought/ and I came away and you just thought did
I just see that, did I hear that?'
50
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Family B support the evidence above from family A. During their visits to the
ward which were several times a week over a long period of time in 2013 they
state that they witnessed 'One man who used to crawl everywhere and there
was another patient who used to lie on the floor for long periods of time…'
(Page 2)



Family C also recall the patient who continually crawled around the floor with
no one from the Tawel Fan staff to help him. It was accepted that this was
how
behaved and
spent most of
time on the floor, largely ignored.
'My
came with me on quite a few occasions…and
pointed out
to the staff that this guy was crawling around and they said 'Oh it's OK it’s
just XXX…..that’s what
does, that’s what
does….Yes it’s just XX and
that’s it, what does… (page 13
Family C)



Family F recall another visit where they found their relative
naked on the floor. They said:
was naked on the floor'
'naked
on the floor'
….slipped in
own urine
. They both describe
going to ask in the office for help to get their relative up off the floor and
made comfortable and were told. 'Oh we're too busy at the moment we'll
have to go and get a hoist, so
had to lift F off the floor and put him in a chair.'
Referring to their concerns that their relative had been over medicated
during
time in Tawel Fan they stated
wasn’t even agitated, but was
just like in a state where
just wasn't with it….covered in a pool of
own urine, just left on
own…' (Page 12

)


12.9

Family F add;
was constantly on the floor…..what they used to do as well
and they used to say it's because it used to help him when
get agitated
they used to let him get undressed and they used to lie him on the bathroom
floor because they said he liked to do that. Well he had no mental capacity
to say that, but they said he liked to do that and they sued to put him in the
bathroom on
own…' (Pages 13 and 14)

Patients distressed and not supported in an environment which does not promote
independence and resulting in restraint and:

12.10 Regimes/ routines /practice on the ward which may violate individual patient’s
human rights.
Evidence supporting these aspects of the Terms of reference are linked closely to
breaches of both the NMC Code of Conduct, Performance and Ethics. (NMC 2010)
sections 1, 2,3, 4, 32, 33, 34, 35, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 52, 53, 54, 55,
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and the GMC's ‘General Medical Practice - Good Practice Guidance’ (2013) sections
24, 25a, 25b, 25c, 27,
These concerns are upheld, (fully supported) by the investigation based on the
following evidence:

It appears from the interviews of staff and families that restraint was used throughout Tawel
Fan ward on a regular basis.


Family A in their diary kept from July 2012 to April 2013. On the
2013 Family A recorded the use of a bucket chair for their relative. They noted
on their arrival their
' …in bucket chair with no cushion.
(Staff Member 10 said A**'….sat in it
.'



Family F state that they regularly saw use of furniture as a method of restraint
within Tawel Fan ward. The
family F stated 'It was disgusting,
they always used to push them under tables and stuff like that and I used to
go and say oh,
just fell off/ yeah always does it, it doesn’t matter…'
The
added 'There was one gentleman who they used to put him
under the table and
used to try and get
out.
used to rock on
the chair to get the chair leg to move and eventually the chair would fall and
used to fall to the floor, so you used to go up and tell them what they're
doing and then it was 'oh it don't matter does it all the time…' (Page 8)



Family F also became aware that restraint was used in the 'care' of their family
member. They became very angry when recalling their memories of this on
Tawel Fan ward. When asked what kind of therapeutic care they saw put in
place to help their relative
of
F replied '
nothing…..Nothing, put him in a bucket chair…A big blue chair that had
wheels that tipped up at the back….'
F's
added ' Bum stuck in
it…. used to try, used to do this… (the
then mimicked a 'rocking'
motion whilst in interview)' Because it was difficult to get out of…' (Page 16)



(Staff Number 1) who worked within Tawel Fan ward
for around three years recalls
'It was the day before I left and up until that point I don’t feel I had really
seen anything that really kind of got me what's going on here, what's
happening..' (Page 4) 'I saw a lady in the lounge,
was on
own,
had a table up close in front of her, I could see that
wasn’t happy,
was distressed,
was trying to push the table away and that was
something that struck me as unusual, that was not something I had ever
seen on that unit, but I guess what went through my mind was is this table
being used as restraint?'
52
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also noted:- ‘I could only see
around at that moment
and they were right down the other end somewhere and they were with a
lady who was getting more vocal and shouting and I could hear the
were struggling, that they were starting to raise their voices back
which again struck me as odd, it’s not something I had’. (Page 5)



The staff member recalls escalating this to
(Staff Member 9) 'that
I just wanted
to know what I had seen, about the shouting, about the
table and really just said to
just to keep an eye, because that just seemed
odd to me. It’s not something I had seen before…'



According to other Staff Members
Staff Number 24) and
families who had been present on the ward this use of furniture as restraint)
was behaviour that had been common place and custom and practice in
Tawel Fan for some time prior to this external investigation. Staff Member
24 was asked if
had ever seen patients restrained or 'kept in position' by
the use of tables, chairs or bucket chairs. Staff Member 24 replied that
had, but in
interview
appeared to not understand the significance of
this.
replied:‘I have seen the odd times where like you say in a bucket chair. If they’re
trying to get up and risk of falls at times and maybe if they have got tired or
something you might just pop them by/say a table like this, maybe put
something in front of them in the hope that they’d settle or something, but
there was always somebody in the lounge or there should be’. (Page 5)



Staff Member 24 appears to be stating that the use of furniture as restraint
was seen as an acceptable way of managing the risk of falls in Tawel Fan ward.
In that respect I have seen you know/or even because I mean it’s the last
thing you want is somebody to fall, but people aren’t put on a 1:1
supposedly for risks of falls and then they tell you you’re not to catch them,
but you do that without thinking don’t you, if somebody’s done/you’ve done
it without thinking so I would say yes I’ve seen or sort of or maybe even with
a chair you know like this and sort of sitting next to them and maybe do
something in the hope that they will sort of forget about trying to walk and
fall or maybe if you’re finding them …..' (Page 6)



In order to clarify exactly what was done with furniture on Tawel Fan ward
further questions were asked and Donna Ockenden as interviewer also
demonstrated exactly what was meant by demonstrating a table up close
against
.
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Donna Ockenden asked Staff Member 24:'Would there be a scenario where someone would be placed closely to a
table so I’m just imitating that, ……where they would be close to the table
and there wouldn’t be anyone with them, but this table here is being used
as a mechanism of keeping them in their place?'
Staff Member 24 replied 'If it is was uncomfortably like you’re saying like
that tight, I would have thought because with the flooring we’ve got it’s
laminated so the chair would slide back or the table would go forwards. I’m
sure if they didn’t want to stay there that much…'
Donna Ockenden asked ‘So would there ever be a scenario where someone
was rocking back and forth to try and get themselves away from a table?’
Staff Member 24 replied:- ‘Well if I’d seen something like that it was
obviously they’re not happy, move and then maybe you’d see if they wanted
to go to the toilet or something if that hadn’t been tried’. (Page 6)
It would appear therefore that there was a regular and accepted use of
furniture to restrain patients on Tawel Fan ward. In the transcript of the
Nursing Handover (Appendix 3) there is discussion between staff members
about an incident where
A had returned to Tawel Fan ward walked into
bedroom at around 17.15 hours and found
awake
in a darkened room with a chair positioned up against
bed. Staff Member
17
) was witness to this incident.



The staff involved (Staff Members 2 and 4,



Staff members 2, 4, and 9 have all stated in their interviews that they believed
the use of the chair was documented in a care plan for
A** that had been

and Staff Member 9 in their
interviews have all maintained that the chair was not positioned as a restraint
but as a source of comfort to
A and that it was positioned at the head of
the bed in order that if
A reached out he would feel an inanimate object
and feel 'comforted.' It remains completely unclear how an inanimate object
such as a chair could provide 'comfort' to a patient with limited spatial
awareness. Both
A and staff member 17 both state that they saw that
the chair was positioned midway down the bed being used as a restraint,
preventing
A from getting out of bed, (and this negating the need for 1:1
supervision of
A as
would be confined to bed by the presence of the
chair).
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in place for some time.
A categorically disputes this. In the recording of
the transcript below (which staff did not know was being recorded) the staff
appear to be saying that they had used the chair as a method of restraint.
They describe submitting a POVA to 'cover our backs to say that it's not a
restraint; it's for a comfort thing for him '


At the beginning of this investigation I was supplied by
A** (which I
passed immediately to the Health Board) a 'screen shot' taken of the Care
Plan document properties on the Tawel Fan ward computer. The Care Plan
for
A (see appendix 29) is dated manually as September 21st 2013 perhaps
suggesting that the use of a chair as a comfort (and not a restraint- however
inappropriate this 'chair as comfort' may be) and that this 'intervention' as
part of
A's care plan was planned some time prior to the alleged incident
with the chair.



However the screenshot (See Appendix 29a) shows the Care Plan was created
at 13:05hrs on the 4th October ( the day after the chair was allegedly used as
a comfort but much more likely that the chair was used as a restraint) and
that the care plan was subject to further modification later that day at 17:43
hrs. This evidence provided by
A of discrepancy in the care plan and the
conversation below by Tawel Fan staff who did not know they were being
recorded suggests that the chair was used as a form of restraint and that in
amending the care plan on the computer and printing off a new one the staff
felt they had covered all evidence of their actions.



Further to this is the admission by Staff Member 14
that the
original paper copy of the care plan which would have shown whether the
concept of 'chair as comfort' to
A was indeed something that had been in
place for some weeks (as stated by ward staff and denied by the family of
A) had been shredded by her.



Staff Member 14 attempts to explain why an important nursing document
had been torn up and then shredded: “We’ve got a Care Plan which was
partly typed up, partly handwritten on the side, it looked really
unprofessional. We knew
was going to request a copy, so my
colleague/we had had a problem we didn’t have a computer for a while and
a printer so my colleague just retyped the document, the additional bit onto
it and in a moment of stupidly I tore it up and put it in the rubbish
bin/shredder. I don’t know why I did it. I hold my hands up, but it was a
moment of total stupidity…’ (Page 18).



The ward staff in the recording state:
55
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Voice 1: ' We've done it because we knew this was coming so we've POVA'd
ourselves' (all Page 4)



Voice 1: 'We know it's going to come, we know there's going to be a massive
complaint again, so that's why we POVA'd ourselves for the second time.'
(Page 7)



Voice 1: 'What they'll do is, the POVA we've put in against ourselves is to cover
our backs to say that it's not a restraint; it's for a comfort thing for him. It's a
reassurance measure. because where the chair was
still has ability to get
out of bed, if it was restraint then we'd have been using cot sides or we'd have
tied him in whatever….' (Page 10)



Voice?:
said that
spoken to this Health Inspectorate Wales and
Ombudsman person and they said it was abuse..' (Page 11)

At the beginning of this investigation the information regarding the 'properties' of the Care
Plan (from the screen shot) was passed immediately to the Deputy Director of Nursing who
passed this information to the BCUHB IT department. This information was also passed to the
internal HR enquiry within BCUHB and it is expected that an outcome to this issue will form
part of that report.
The theme of the use of restraint on Tawel Fan ward is further seen in a recent POVA that
was reopened following the emergence of additional evidence. Three allegations namely
that:


Staff member 10 (support worker) used inappropriate language,



The staff member described as B used inappropriate restraint ,



The staff member known as M gave the patient
M
when
was distressed and uncooperative were found by the POVA panel to be
likely on the balance of probability.

Key to the difference in outcome in this second POVA concerning this case was the
Staff Member 6 who said that when the patient
declined
Staff Member 10:


went round the back of
and bent like that and put
face to
face, so presume
felt intimidated so
spat in r face, so like a swarm
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of seagulls the other chap came along,
pinned
down by
arms,
bearing in mind to me that’s why I asked if it was right because if the
is paralysed,
can’t move anyway, so the chap’s pinned
down by
arms while the
has grabbed
by the face
' (Page 3)


Staff Member 6 continued:- ‘I didn’t like it, that’s why I went to
and the
to ask ….. if that was what sort/I know what restraint is, was that
alright as a restraint, were they supposed to do it like that, because I was
just questioning myself because ….. you can’t be pinned down if you’re not
on a Section and if it is just for
(Page 3)



Staff Member 6 was asked at interview – ‘Looking at it and remember it as
you do, to you did it seem as though the amount of force that was used
was ….. too much?’
Staff Member 6 responded 'Oh it was.' (Page3)



Three Members of Staff, Staff Member 6, Staff Member 16,
and Staff Member 27
all had experience of this particular patient
(The transfer
to Tawel Fan had been for operational / bed issues not for the clinical care of
this patient.)



Staff Member 6 described how
had seen staff on Tegid ward deal with
this patient who sometimes declined
medication.
said ‘Because I
had seen
on Tegid before now and I had seen myself with the other staff
they would leave
, they will go back to
room, they will leave
they
will go back when
has calmed down a bit and then
accept
medication….’ (Page 4). Staff Member 6 described the Members of Staff
behaving ‘like seagulls in a McDonald’s when you’re having a McDonald’s
when you’re having a burger, it was just / no need’. (Page 4)



Staff Member 27 verifies the account above of how staff on Tegid ward dealt
with the issue of this patient declining
medication.
stated:‘Sometimes we would go in and would tell us to go away and shout at us
and swear at us a lot, so sometimes we would go away and then go back in
ten minutes and then
would be more cooperative.
was quite
changeable in
moods obviously due to
illness as well’ (page 2)



Staff Member 27 also described how other methods were employed to
persuade
M to accept
if
were reluctant. ‘Well sometimes
we would get different staff to go to
because
got on better with
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certain staff sometimes so we found that worked sometimes and then other
times just go back about ten minutes later’.


Staff Member 27 describes how surprised
was that restraint had ever
needed to be used in the case of
M as it had never been used at all in the
preceding months in Tegid ward:- ‘ I was surprised because we had never had
to do it in the whole/I think had been with us probably four or five months
by then, so I was quite surprised because we had never had to do it and we
hadn’t even considered needing to do it, because I know was challenging
at times, but it never ever came to that and like I said with people with
behaviour like that you’ve just got to work around them and that’s what we
found to work so we never had to even consider it.’ (Page 3)



Staff Member 27 also confirmed that following return from Tawel Fan ward
to Tegid ward that restraint was again never considered which rules out the
possibility that
M had undergone a significant change or deterioration in
behaviour in Tawel fan ward necessitating the use of restraint. What
seems much more likely taking the previous accounts of the use of restraint
in Tawel Fan ward by a number of relatives, colleagues and former colleagues
is that behaviour by a number of members of the Tawel Fan team was
unacceptable and seemed to go unchecked and unchallenged despite the fact
that the
(staff member 9) and the
(Staff Member 16)
both claimed to be present on Tawel Fan ward every day.



This description of never previously having needed to use restraint was also
verified by Staff Member 16 in
capacity as
. Staff
Member 16 said of
(Page 13) 'But soon after transferring
there (Tawel Fan) and became
almost mute and stopped responding and didn’t eat and drink and
was doing this and had been alright on Tegid ward and I was really upset
what was happening with
….. I asked the staff and I was told that
needed restraining and that kind of thing and I was a bit surprised that
never needed restraining in Tegid ward.' (Page 12)



Staff Member 16 continue that 'After being there (Tawel Fan) for a couple of
days I was told that
DST needed to be redone because
needs are
completely different now…' (Page 13)



Staff Member 16 continued ' My worry about Tawel Fan particularly after
that tape is that one thing I was deliberating I said that this is a locked ward
where we are admitting people who cannot kind of have a conversation or
express their own needs and they are depending totally on the care staff and
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if the staff members are talking about those patients this way, there is a
problem.' (Page 14)


In terms
of
availability to observe practice and behaviours on the ward Staff
Number 16 appears to be in a similar position as the
since
confirms: -'As an
and I provided almost daily input to
Tawel Fan ward and
All the 5
admitted to Tawel Fan ward, I
was available for the ward mostly there, almost every day.' (Page 1)


However, despite these apparently daily visits and
concern and surprise
that
own patient
M required restraint within a short time of transfer
from Tegid to Tawel Fan ward it takes the emergence of a secretly recorded
tape of a nursing handover to raise concerns about Tawel Fan ward since
neither the
or the
ever do so as a result of their daily
visits.



In addition to the likely use of restrain on the ward Family B noted the
complete lack of care shown towards patients by Tawel Fan staff on their
frequent visits to the ward. 'There was definitely a build- up of frustration
amongst the patients at the lack of activity and that frustrations increased
as they all continually walked around and around the ward..' (Page 2)



Family C note that
was admitted to a double room with two beds
within Tawel Fan ward. Despite the fact that the second bed was not in use
during this time none of the staff thought to move it.
Family
C recalled 'And at that time my
was very frightened and
thought
was in an asylum and
thought that the other bed in the room was
where they did electric shock treatment so
was very frightened..' (Page
4.) The family do not recall that anything was ever done by the Tawel Fan
ward staff to reduce or remove
fear of being in 'an asylum' and
having the bed next to
'where they did electric shock treatment..'



In agreement with Family B and others Family C recall the daily routine in
Tawel Fan ward which again the ward team did nothing to improve upon or
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mitigate.
C said 'And it was like when you go in a zoo
and see animals that have been captured there for a long time and that's all
they've got to do is walk around and around…' (Page 6)
13.

Conclusions
Donna Ockenden was required to advise the following:
13.1 Whether the concerns as set out in the Terms of Reference are proven.
13.1.1

This report finds that the concerns as set out in the Terms of Reference are
proven and therefore fully upheld and supported.

13.1.2

The report concludes and advises the Health Board that the Terms of
Reference underpinning this report are all linked closely to multiple
breaches of both the NMC Code of Conduct, Performance and Ethics. (NMC
2010) and the GMC's ‘General Medical Practice - Good Practice
Guidance’ (2013)

13.1.3

The report therefore concludes and advises the Health Board that in addition
to the concerns in the Terms of Reference being fully upheld and supported
they also constitute serious and comprehensive breaches of the standards
required of registered nurses as set out in the NMC Code of Conduct
Performance and Ethics. (NMC 2010) and serious and comprehensive
breaches of the standards required of medical practitioners as set out in the
GMC's ‘General Medical Practice - Good Practice Guidance’ (2013)

,

13.2

Underlying issues contributing to any proven allegations.
This final report finds that the following underlying issues contribute to the allegations
and concerns found upheld within this external review.
13.2.1

There was a lack of action by the senior leadership team on previous reports
highlighting specific concerns with the service provided by the CPG.

.
In March 2012 a report (see Appendix 12) by Professor Robert Poole
concluded that there were ‘marked limitations in the current SUI surveillance
system…’ within the Mental Health and Learning Disabilities CPG. The report
also described this as a problem affecting the whole of Wales which this
report is not able to comment on. However taking into account that more
than two years have passed since the publication of this report I have not seen
any evidence to date that the CPG has taken on board any of the concerns
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within the report. It is of particular concern that Professor Poole has noted
that there was ‘difficulty in making sense of the information (which) illustrates
a real problem with the SUI reporting system in general.’ (Page 13)
Throughout this external review the author repeatedly asked senior staff
within the CPG for information on adverse incident reporting including trends,
numbers and severity of incidents. Despite multiple requests and reminders
over period of time in excess of six months this information has yet to be
provided.
13.2.2

There was a lack of systematic review and little evidence of timely actions
put in place by the senior leadership team within the CPG to address known
and current risks within their service across North Wales.
The CPG has provided a series of Minutes for key meetings within the CPG
spanning the period of time prior and after the closure of Tawel Fan. (See
Appendices 14, 15 and 16 for examples.) The following points are of note and
seem to indicate an inability of the senior leadership team to assess
accurately and take action to reduce the risks found within the service the
leadership team was accountable for. In Appendix 14 Minutes of the Senior
Management (14/4/14) - the first meeting for 3 months as the last meeting
appeared to be 17th January 2014. It is noted regarding Healthcare Standards
'We are currently scoring 1- 38%. The action to be undertaken was ' 1. Ops
manager to supply detail; 2. Somebody to pick it up..' (Pages 1 and 2) The
actions outlined were neither specific, or measureable and therefore not
achievable in a timely manner. There also followed discussion about falls in
the same non-specific way
trying to get some evidence to send to Flynn
Team and let them get guidance on whether we have a problem with falls
or not…' There are further multiple other examples around admissions: 'We
don’t have a pathway, we should have a pathway around admissions, we
have a problem because we don’t have a pathway……we have had a few
problems.' (Page 2)
In the next meeting (See Appendix 14 minutes dated 19th May 2014) there is
discussion around SUIs '
to look at SUI themes with
today.' What' is
being 'looked at' and what the output would be (and when) is not specified.
Of greater concern is the following section where SUI's are placed in a section
called 'Miscellaneous Imperatives.' I have never encountered such a heading
in the notes/ minutes of a Senior Team Meeting before this. Clearly SUI
investigation cannot be considered ' Miscellaneous' and to put together the
words 'Miscellaneous Imperatives' makes no sense. Again even five months
after the temporary closure of Tawel Fan ward and more than two years after
the publication of the Poole report there is no sense of urgency from the
Senior Team regarding the need to resolve the many issues regarding the
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reporting, investigating and learning from serious incidents in the CPG. The
actions are vague. '
project - SUI's,
invited to Operational
Group to discuss.
to write to
? To invite to future SMT..' Again there
is no date identified when the letter should be written and what its output is
intended to be; neither is there a plan as to when
should be invited to
either the Operational Group and whether it is or
' or both) who are
to be invited to a 'future SMT.' There is similar disorganisation found within
the 'Infection Control' Minutes dated 10th April 2014. The heading states
'extra meeting as the last 2 meetings cancelled - therefore the meeting
planned for the 22nd April will be cancelled.' Similarly in Appendix 1
(Safeguarding Children and Vulnerable Adults Group.' dated 15 April 2014
there is a note of the target for compliance with safeguarding training being
80-100%. It is noted that current staff compliance was circa 50%. Other than
the action 'this requires a big push from all' (Page 1) there was no detail
regarding the steps the CPG intended to take to improve upon this inadequate
position. In addition (see pages 1 to 4 of the minutes for details) all action
columns were blank with no one attributed to taking forward (and therefore
no timescale confirmed) for the many actions required.
13.3.3

It is likely there was significant under reporting of Serious Incidents (known
as SUI's within the clinical areas led by the CPG.
Interviews with relatives and staff (for example Staff Number 14 and
Appendix 35). In Appendix 35 note a concern received 1st March 2013 graded
as minor Grade II despite the fact that the summary of concern is “Patient
suffered fall on the ward and broke hip – how did this happen? The outcome
is described as “Closed with explanation’’ and dated 15th May 2013. The CPG
have been unable to produce any investigation report showing that this
incident which appears (on the face of it at least) to be very serious such under
reporting of clinical risk is a constant theme throughout this investigation.
Staff Member 39 refers in
interview to a further example of under
reporting of clinical risk/ complaints.
describes discussing a serious
complaint with Staff Number 16 in circa 2010. Staff Number 16 is described
by Staff Number 39 as going “Nuts” and is alleged to have said to Staff
Member 39 “I don’t want any more complaints landing on the desk of
(
) “No you don’t understand
me, I don’t want anymore complaints landing on
, you know
what I mean”. Staff Member 39 then described that there followed a heated
discussion with Staff Number 16 where
said to
“You are telling me
not to be open with complaints such as this - as all serious complaints of this
nature would need to be scrutinised by
. Staff Number 16 kept
repeating “I don’t want anymore complaints landing on
desk”.
Staff Number 39 recalls that
then sought advice from a number of Senior
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Members of the CPG Team and described the situation where Staff Number
16 had told
that no more complaints were to effectively be sent to
from the CPG.
was told by
senior colleagues that
was over reacting to
remark. No action was taken by the senior team
including
All of this seems to indicate a fundamental problem with under reporting of
clinical risks and incidents on the ward.
(Family E) described an
incident where
found
in obvious pain with a badly bruised
arm. The response from the
was 'Oh
did complain of a painful
arm but we didn’t take much notice really.' Due to staffing issues the
had to take
to A and E. A fractured wrist was diagnosed.
The fracture was described as typical of 'Fall on outstretched hand.' The time
of fall and fracture remains unknown as the
was unable to provide a
history and the ward staff had not witnessed the fall and seemed unaware of
the injury. I have been unable to locate a Datix for this incident. The
described in
interview
considerable distress at the pain
suffered and also questioned how much longer the ward staff would have left
in pain had
not visited Tawel Fan ward that afternoon. (Family
E)
13.3.4

It is likely that there was no (or very limited) oversight by the Senior
Leadership Team of any of the activities within Tawel Fan ward. The Team
on Tawel Fan ward (it appears) were just 'left alone' to behave in an
unacceptable way unchecked by senior leaders within the organisation. It is
unknown how long their behaviour had persisted but it is likely to greatly
exceed the time frame for this report which is approximately the last two
years.
None of the senior staff from within the CPG could describe adequately how
they gained for themselves and then provided assurance upwards to the
Executive Team regarding the safety and quality of care on Tawel Fan ward.
Some Senior Managers/ Leaders stated in interview that they never (or rarely)
visited the ward. Staff member 11, (
described visiting the ward 'once a year, not frequently anyway; and stated
that any information or intelligence
required
would expect it to come
via the nursing route.

In addition, Staff Member 23
was at interview unable to
recall when
had last visited Tawel Fan ward, neither could Staff Member
13 the
. Others stated they visited regularly
– sometimes daily several times a week ( e.g. Staff Members 9,
16
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and 40
Their visits were clearly
ineffectual since they appeared not to know what was occurring on the ward
on a daily basis for a prolonged period of time. If not ineffectual the other
alternative is that members of staff.
The other alternative is that they did witness what was going on and chose to
ignore it. In the case of Staff Member 40
initially
stated
had never been aware of patient / relative complaints but with a
little prompting was then easily able to remember three. In the case of Staff
Member 16 one of
own patients (it appears) suffered from unnecessary
restraint during a very short stay on Tawel Fan ward when restraint had never
been used on Tegid ward in the four or five months before the Tawel Fan
incident and never subsequently to that Tawel Fan episode of restraint.
However there has been no evidence provided to me that Staff Member 16
ever raised concerns regarding this episode with other senior medical
colleagues (eg Chief of Staff or Medical Director) even though it would have
been expected that
would have

13.3

Did the culture on the ward lead to the restriction or curtailment of the dignity,
privacy, choice, independence or fulfilment of individuals who are or could be
deemed vulnerable, and could this result in ‘institutional abuse’ as described in
Section 6.6.2 All Wales Interim Policy & Procedures for the Protection of Vulnerable
Adults from Abuse. (Appendix 2).
This report finds (and therefore informs the Health Board) that the culture on Tawel
Fan ward did lead to the restriction or curtailment of the dignity, privacy, choice,
independence or fulfilment of individuals who are or could be deemed vulnerable,
and that this has resulted in ‘institutional abuse’ as described in section 6.6.2 All Wales
Interim Policy & Procedures for the Protection of Vulnerable Adults from Abuse*.

13.4

Advise on any immediate or long term remedial steps considered to be required.
The interim report advised the following immediate steps:
1.

Tawel Fan ward should not be considered for re-opening until the final report
from this investigation is received alongside a detailed review and
understanding of any lessons to be learnt from the currently ongoing Tawel
Fan mortality review.

2.

Any new ward or department that may be opened in or around the area that
is the currently closed Tawel Fan ward should adopt/ be given a new name.
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3.

There should be a clear set of measureable standards set for the care of frail
older people with dementia across BCUHB. There are excellent examples of
practice seen elsewhere across Wales and the wider UK including London and
Brighton. However from the evidence seen to date Tawel Fan ward and the
CPG it was part of, somehow became disconnected from this programme of
renewal and change. Whilst many documents and action plans were churned
out on a regular basis little (if anything) materialised from the vast amount of
paper produced that made any difference to the patients and their families
cared for in Tawel Fan.

4.

The Board should consider a full public apology to the patients and families
who were admitted to Tawel Fan ward once this final report is received.

5.

The Board should consider how they will engage with the remaining families

6.

Or patients / relatives who have not yet been given an opportunity to share
their experiences of Tawel Fan ward.

7.

There should be a complete overhaul of the concerns/ complaints/ serious
incident reporting structure and an overhaul of the system of learning from
these issues.

8.

The Board should ensure that there is a fully operational 24/7 access to
services such as diagnostics, medical cover and pharmacy across elderly
mental health care in North Wales

9.

Immediate work should start on a Ward to Board communication strategy
across all CPGs. This should include easy access to an NHS Wales email
account since a significant number of staff interviewed do not have this
facility.
Where they exist ‘shared log in’ for IT services must be stopped

10.
11.

There should be an immediate review of the scale, (breadth, depth and size)
of all operational, clinical and managerial roles across the CPG with a realistic
assessment of the ability of the current individuals in post to perform in their
roles.

12.

There should be a clearly articulated message from the Executive Directors
that all clinical leaders (medical and nursing) should spend a defined portion
of their working week within the clinical area alongside and listening to
patient and relative feedback. Evidence should be provided at monthly
performance reviews with the executive team that CPG leaders have made
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changes in practice/ care / operational service delivery as a direct result of
this time within the clinical areas.
13.

The BCUHB should implement an extensive and intensive
skills and
knowledge package around care of patients with dementia and support of
their families

14.

There should be an overarching review of all estates providing care of the
elderly to assess its fitness to provide care.
The final report makes the following additional recommendations in addition
to those recommendations above which are still considered to be valid
recommendations in the presence of the further evidence considered:

15.

The Board should consider the multiple very serious breaches of the NMC
Standards of conduct, performance and ethics for nurses (NMC 2010) and
Good Medical Practice (GMC 2013) and take appropriate steps with the two
regulatory bodies to safeguard the best interests of patients utilising elderly
mental health services across the catchment area of the BCUHB.

16.

The Board should consider very seriously the unacceptably low standards of
leadership and management exhibited and seen within the CPG during this
external review and the events leading up to it. These unacceptably low
standards were found within all medical and nursing leadership roles from the
top of the CPG to ward manager level. The families whose relatives have
suffered great harm and distress will require assurance from the Health Board
that such levels of performance are regarded as unacceptable within the NHS
in Wales. They will also require assurance that appropriate action will be
taken in a timely manner.

17.

The Board should interrogate further and in detail the information from the
currently interim Tawel Fan mortality review being undertaken. Whilst it
remains interim at the time of submitting this external report it originated
from concerns around the potential death rate on/ associated with Tawel Fan
as expressed by relatives in interviews. Feedback on the findings once
completed therefore should be made public.

18.

The Board needs to assess (whilst the above mortality review is ongoing)
whether other similar reviews may have taken place in the past. There needs
to be an urgent review of the Datix system undertaken to assess whether
potential ‘clues’ to a possibly longer term problem around the number of
deaths within/ associated with Tawel Fan ward have been ‘missed’.
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19.

At the earliest opportunity the Health Board should liaise with the local
Coroner and North Wales Police around the findings of the interim mortality
review and take their advice as to whether further steps should be taken from
each of their individual perspectives.

20.

There should be a review of the training, support and supervision of junior
doctors by consultant colleagues in mental health services for the elderly in
North Wales. Feedback from families appears to indicate that where medical
care was provided for their relatives it was often provided by inexperienced
doctors who did not appear to have had consultant support and supervision
whilst providing that care.

21.

According to families medical care/ provision in Tawel Fan ward was largely
on an ‘as and when called ’basis rather than in a planned systematic way.
Much medical care appears to have been provided by the on call doctor rather
than as a routine and planned approach to medical care. There needs to be
an urgent review of medical care/ provision across elderly mental health
services in North Wales to ascertain if this is / was the case and action taken
in a timely way to improve upon the standards of medical care for elderly
patients using mental health services if the concerns of families are proven.

22.

There needs to be clear standards and expectations articulated across North
Wales as to the duties of Consultant colleagues. Families have articulated that
their role was often unclear and that their involvement when it happened was
of secondary importance. There was no evidence of consultant leadership or
clinical standard setting in the care of any of the patients that families
discussed in depth as part of this external review.

23.

There needs to be clarity and expectations set regarding the role of the
Pharmacist/ Pharmacy services in the care of the elderly patient using mental
health services in North Wales. This clarity needs to be followed up urgently
by the introduction of an appropriate infrastructure to ensure the role of the
Pharmacist is central to the delivery of elderly mental health care in North
Wales. Families report in some cases concerns regarding overmedication of
their relatives and what is referred to by some families as a ‘lucky dip’
approach to medicines management. Some colleagues referred to the use of
‘old fashioned’ medications in Tawel Fan ward that had long fallen out of use
elsewhere.

24.

There was limited if any evidence of Speech and Language Team (SALT)
assessment, review/ involvement in the care of some of the patients who
formed part of this external review. This was the case even where relatives
asked ward staff for such support on a number of occasions. There needs to
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be clarity and expectations set regarding the role of speech and language
services in the care of the elderly patient using mental health services in North
Wales. This clarity needs to be followed up urgently by the introduction of an
appropriate infrastructure (and resources) to ensure the role of the SALT
Team is central to the delivery of elderly mental health care in North Wales.
25.

There was limited if any evidence of physiotherapy, occupational therapy and
dietetic assessment, review/ involvement in the care of some of the patients
who formed part of this external review. This was the case even where
relatives asked ward staff for such support on a number of occasions. There
needs to be clarity and expectations set regarding the role of physiotherapy,
occupational therapy and dietetic assessment, in the care of the elderly
patient using mental health services in North Wales. This clarity needs to be
followed up urgently by the introduction of an appropriate infrastructure (and
resources) to ensure the role of these colleagues are central to the delivery
of Elderly Mental Health care in North Wales.

26.

There should be a review of the risk assessment systems in place for elderly
patients who are or become violent / aggressive as part of their conditions.
Feedback from relatives seems to indicate that there was either limited or no
evidence of risk assessment and no consistent standards of care/ treatment/
practice where these issues/ episodes arose.

27.

There should be a review of standards for 1:1 supervision of patients.
Feedback from families indicates an inconsistency in the application of 1:1
supervision (i.e. several instances where despite documented evidence of
violence / aggression/ harm
to other patients, self or staff expected
standards of 1:1 supervision was not applied. There were also instances from
family statements where even with the documentation of 1:1 care other
patients were injured, which questions the quality/ accuracy of this.

28.

From evidence obtained in relatives interviews it is clear that on Tawel Fan
ward there was inconsistent use of risk assessments for falls and no evidence
of protective measures (to reduce harm) in patients who may fall despite the
fact that the Tawel Fan patient population were a group at high risk of falling.
In a number of cases there was poor / limited/ no evidence of documentation
of injuries or information provided to relatives/ reporting using the Datix
system and referral to/ review by medical staff. Whilst there have been
reviews of falls in elderly mental health services across the CPG these appear
to have taken as their starting point that the numbers of falls reported were
accurate which is unlikely to be the case. There needs to be the early and
timely introduction of a sustained campaign of best practice examples in Falls
reduction/ prevention across Elderly Mental Health Care in North Wales.
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14.

29.

In a number of cases relatives reported failure by ward staff to recognise and
respond to a deterioration in physical condition. This included either a lack of
routine ward observations or in some cases over recording of routine ward
observations and failure to recognise or prioritise those patients who needed
an enhanced level of observation. There was also a failure to monitor
appropriately and act upon problems with fluid intake / output. It was
accepted seemingly that ‘Psychiatric nurses were not good at providing
physical care’ and there was no evidence from the perspective of relatives
that there was any medical leadership ensuring that patients physical and
medical needs were attended to. The Board needs to ensure that there is
early introduction of the All Wales systems in ‘recognition of the deteriorating
patient’ across elderly mental health services in North Wales.

30.

Evidence from former colleagues seems to suggest a lack of DVT risk
assessment or use of appropriate prophylaxis in Tawel Fan ward. This issue
needs to be considered by the Board and acted upon in a timely manner.

Final words from some of the families and friends who have acted as witness to the
standards of care within Tawel Fan ward.


Close friend of Patient B 'When I was walking out I used to say to myself, I
am glad it's not me, I wish I could have taken
out of there. They didn’t
take the care I would have liked them to….'



The
family C said 'And it was like when you go in a zoo and see
animals that have been captured there for a long time and that's all they've
got to do is walk around and around…'



f relative H: 'I feel this has been happening to lots of others and I
have never dealt with this system before .I have a
who needed help
from Tawel Fan Doctors and staff and hope that this ward and staff are
never allowed to work together again. There has been a total miscarriage
of justice to my
and me. I believed they would help my
get
some sort of life back at home. Instead they took away the last few years
from
.'



The
Family D said ‘I didn’t want my
to end
days in Ablett,
I know that, that’s not what I wanted for him, I just felt as if I was fighting all
the time, all the time and it was just snide comments….’ (Page 26)
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Relative H: 'This is a terribly sad case and I want people to be
accountable.' (Page 2)



The
family D concluded ‘I visited my
regularly…. But there
were patients on the ward where I never saw anybody go to visit and I feel
that the people who have come forward to make….complaints or… concerns
their families might get some peace from this, but for those people who had
nobody and people in the future who might have nobody, if you’ve got a
mental illness you can’t speak for yourself and you’re in a position where
you might as well be a dog because to be quite honest you’ve got no
thoughts, nobody’s listening to you because you’ve got no one to speak up
for you.’



The
Family F said 'I used to come out of there and it used to break
my heart. Every time I went in there I used to cry…' (Page 25)



The
Family F said 'I used to cry, because I used to get very
angry….Would you allow that your
to be treated like this, would you
do this to your
.'
added 'They'd just look at you.' (Page 51)

END
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http://www.wales.nhs.uk/sitesplus/861/page/81273
1

BCUHB

January 2012

Concerns Policy (No. PTR01)

PTR01_concerns_policy_redacted.pdf

2

Commissioned
by the four
Adult Protection
Fora

January 2013

3

BCUHB

December
2013

4

BCUHB

2014

Wales interim Policy and Procedures for the Protection of
Vulnerable Adults from Abuse
http://www.wales.nhs.uk/sitesplus/documents/972/QS%20
10%20Pova%20Policy.pdf
Transcripts of covert recording of nursing handover
Excluded – Person identifiable information
Terms of Reference

Appendix 4-Terms of
Reference_redacted.

5

General Medical
Council (GMC)

2014

General Medical Practice Good Guidance
http://www.gmc‐
uk.org/static/documents/content/Good_medical_practice_‐
_English_0914.pdf

6

Nursing &
Midwifery
Council (NMC)

2010

The Code
http://www.nmc.org.uk/globalassets/sitedocuments/standa
rds/the‐code‐a4‐20100406.pdf

7

Abbott Davies I

October
2013

Report of Dementia Care Mapping Tawel Fan Ward, YGC

Appendix
7-Dementia Care Map

8

Royal College of
Nursing –
Alzheimer’s
Society

No Date

Document Dyma fi – This is Me
http://www.rcn.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0010/546751
/Dyma_fi_‐_This_is_me_booklet_bilingual.pdf

9

Kindly provide
by Family A

Photograph
Appendix
9_Photo.pdf

10

Page S /
Ockenden D

February
2014

Photographic evidence including photographs of Tawel Fan
Ward at YGC

Appendix
10_Photos_redacted.

11

Provided by
BCUHB

February
2014

Facebook exerpts –
Excluded – Person identifiable information

12

Poole R

March 2012

Investigation of Serious Untoward Incidents

Appendix 12_RP
Report_Redacted.pdf

13

BCUHB

July 2014

14

BCUHB

14th April &
19th May
2014

POVA Summary Tawel Fan Ward 2011‐2014
Excluded – Person identifiable information
Senior Management Team minutes MH&LD CPG

Appendix
14_mins_redacted.pd

15

BCUHB

22nd January
& 10th

Infection Control minutes MH&LD CPG

Appendix
15_mins_Redacted.pd

16

BCUHB

31st January
& 15th April
2014

Safeguarding Children & Vulnerable Adults Group minutes –
MH&LD CPG
Appendix
16_mins_Redacted.pd

17

18

Professor
Andrews J and
Butler M

2014

Welsh
Government

2014

Trusted to Care Report
http://www.wales.nhs.uk/sitesplus/861/opendoc/242868
Welsh Government response to the above
http://gov.wales/about/cabinet/cabinetstatements/2014/ab
muindependentreport/?lang=en

19

20

21

HIW

Page S (BCUHB)

The Royal
College of
Psychiatrists

(dated 10th
October
2013 re Visit
to Tawel Fan
Ward July
2013)
March 2013
to March
2014 dated
17th April

Letter to BCUHB from Health Inspectorate Wales

2003

The Rowan Report : Implications and Advice Guidance Note
to Members

Appendix 19 - Letter
to BCUHB from HIW.p

An analysis of in‐patient falls within OPMH Wards

Appendix 20_In
patient falls_Redacte

http://www.rcpsych.ac.uk/pdf/Rowan.pdf
22

23

Commission for
Health
Improvement

September
2003

Royal College
Psychiatrists

June 2000

Investigation into Rowan Ward, Manchester
http://www.elderabuse.org.uk/Documents/Other%20Orgs/
Abuse%20Report%20‐CHI%20Rowan%20Ward.pdf
Institutional abuse of older adults (CR84)
http://www.ibrarian.net/navon/paper/Institutional_abuse_
of_older_adults.pdf?paperid=4825803

24

25

Joint Review
undertaken by
Health
Inspectorate
Wales and the
Wales Audit
Office
BCUHB

June 2013

An Overview of Governance Arrangements Betsi Cadwaladr
University Health Board
http://www.hiw.org.uk/sitesplus/documents/1047/364A201
3%20HiW%20joint%20report%20Final%20%282%29.pdf

May 2013

Acute Care Programme – Bryn Hesketh Report Action Plan
Appendix 25 action
plan_redacted.pdf

26

27

Page S (BCUHB)

Robins R
(BCUHB)

October
2013

October
2013

Report concerning the quality and appropriateness of the
care and treatment plan of an individual
Excluded – Person identifiable information
Dignity and Essential Care Peer Review of Tawel Fan

Appendix 27 Care
Review_Redacted.pd

28

BCUHB

July and
August 2013

Summary of Datix and concerns for Tawel Fan ward

Appendix 28_Datix
stats_redacted.pdf

29

29a

30

Provided by
Family A
Provided by
Family A
BCUHB

Dated 21st
September
2013
October
2013
January 2013

Care and treatment plan of an individual
Excluded – Person identifiable information
Care plan
Excluded – Person identifiable information
Clinical Programme Group/Reporting Structures

Appendix 30 MH&LD CPG Reporting

30a

BCUHB

May 2014

Draft of above – Revised May 2014 MH&LD CPG

Appendix 30a MH&LD CPG Managem

31

BCUHB

February
2014

Door sign found within Tawel Fan Ward during site visit

Appendix 31_Door
sign_redacted.pdf

32

33

Provided by
staff Member
Donna
Ockenden

Supplied at
interview
2014

Information from personal mobile phone of staff member
Excluded – Person identifiable information
Anonymised detail of family members interviewed

Appendix
33_Anonymised family

34

Donna
Ockenden

2014

Anonymised detail of staff interviewed

Appendix 34
staff_redacted.pdf

35

BCUHB

Nov 2012 –
Jan 2014

Examples of concerns
Excluded – Person identifiable information

36

37

BCUHB

Page S (BCUHB)

Final draft
26th January
2012
reviewing
draft in 2014

Mental Health & Learning Disabilities CPG process for the
reporting and investigation of SUI

2014

Developing Older Peoples Mental Health In‐patient services

Appendix 36_MH&LD
Process for reporting

Appendix 37_OPMH
inpatient services_red

38

Page S (BCUHB)

March 2013

Dementia Intelligent Targets – Progress Report

Appendix
38_Dimentia intelligen

39

BCUHB

2011‐2012
(Dated 22nd
February
2011)

MH&LD CPG Governance and Business Committee Structure
(appears to be unfinished) sent to external reviewer July
2014

Appendix 39_MH&LD
Governance & Commi

40

Pictures of
Tawel Fan
patients

Various
dates

Excluded – Person identifiable information

